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"From 1916-1938, Edward Weston and Johan Hagemeyer kept tl//J an 

active correspondence ctnd friendship. The Center for Cre,ttive Photog

raphy hcts obtained letters and photographs thttt were kept by Hctgemeyer 

dttring his lifetime.The following texts are letters and notes thctt Weston 

wrote to Hagemeyer while he was in New York and also while he wtts 

on the train returning to the West Coast during the winter of 1922-23. 

The photographs are selected from the forty-three by Weston in the 

Weston-Hageme')1er Collection. 

"WESTON TO HAGEMEYER: NEW YORK NOTES" 

November, 1922 

- on the train 

Johan-

By this post-mark you will know that I am -

- two days later-

- you will see how hectic my life is by the above uncompleted sentence -

I shall .finish it now by adding "in New York"! 

This no doubt surprises you? - well it does me coo! It is a long story -

rather I would say any story is long just now - for I muse make use of 

every moment of time! I am living within a couple of minutes walk 

from Brooklyn bridge - accross [sic} the street from Joseph Pennell -

and just chink Johan a room for $4.50 a week in New York! 

I am writing expecially co you at chis certain moment because Clarence 

White told me that if he had had his way you should have had first prize 

in the Shadowland contest - I chink you got second? - and chat he was 

very much interested in your work which he had seen - chat you seemed 

lacking technically but had .fine vision - etc. - So did your ears burn? 

He said some nice things - Monday night I go to supper in honor of 

Gertrude Kasebier - as a guest of Clarence White - coo I have hopes 

of .finding Stieglitz. 

Well Johan - no more till I reach home! 

I can only wish that we might be here together. 
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Edward - Sunday Nov.? 

[no date on letter, envelope dated December I 922] 

Stieglitz -

"A maximum (amount) of detail with a maximum of simplification." 

- with these words as a basis for his attitude towards photography -

Alfred Stieglitz - talked with Jo and me for four hours - rather he 

talked to us - neither Jo nor I having an opportunity to say half a dozen 

words during the whole afternoon - Brilliantly - convincingly - he 

spoke with all the idealism and fervor of a visionary - enforcing his 

statements by an ever repeated "You see - you see." His attitude towards 

life presented no revolutionary premise to distress me - though it was 

all fascinating conversation - but my work he irrefutably laid open to 

attack-

And I am happy! I saw print after print go into the discard - prints 

I loved - yet I am happy! for I have gained a new foothold - a new 

strength - a new vision - I knew when I went there something would 

happen to me - I was already changing - yes changed - I had lugged 

these pictures of mine around New York and been showered with praise 

- all the time knowing them to be part of my past - indeed not hardly 

enthusiastic enough to put on an exhibit. I seemed to sense just what 

Stieglitz would say about each print - So instead of destroying or dis

illusioning me he has given me more confidence and sureness - and 

finer aesthetic understanding of my medium - Stieglitz is absolutely 

uncompromising in his idealism - and that I feel has been my weakness 

- Quick as a flash he pounced upon the mother's hands in "Mother & 

Daughter" (Tina), on irrelevant detail in the pillows of "Ramie! in his 

Attic" - bad texture in the neck "Sybil" and the unrelated background 

in "Japanese fencing-mask" - Why did you not consider this pipe in 

"Pipe and Stacks" - it's just as important as those stacks - nothing 

must be unconsidered - there must be a complete release" - And all 

this to one who has believed in and been praised for his rendering of 

textures! On the other hand I feel that I was well received by Stieglitz -

it was obvious that he was interested and the praise he interjected was 
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sufficient to please me - for I know his reputation as an egoist and his 

rightfully intolerant attitude towards most photographic salons - You 

feel - I can see that - you have the beginning - will you go on - I do 

not know! You are going in your own direction but it is good - go ahead." 

Stieglitz has not changed me - only intensified me - Technically I was 

tending more and more to sharpness - any indefinite wavering line or 

portion distressing me greatly - so when I found he used an anastigmat 

lens of 13 in. focus on 8 x 10 plate - stopped down to f.45 or more -

that he used a head rest! to enable him to give exposures of 3 or 4 minutes 

I rejoiced in the possibilities of entirely new experimentation. 

In my enthusiasm I do not accept Stieglitz absolutely - as an infallible 

master - for as he remarked - "friends made me out a God - when all 

I asked was to be treated as a human being - then turned on me when I 

couldn't be all they asked - and '291' went down - there is love and 

appreciation but they are dead things unless there's expression - but I 

have been thankful to every person who ever hurt me - and one person 

has stood by me through all - a girl from Texas - you see her paintings 

here - stacked all around this room - this room that my brother allows 

me - and Miss O'Keefe [sic] one downstairs - I have nothing left - no 

home - deserted by friends and wife and child - and yet in no period of 

my life have I been so enthusiastic and interested in photography - and 

anxious to work - Y es - Miss O'Keefe [sic] has painted and I have 

photographed- and I will show you" - then he did show us a few of his 

photographs - most of them being in storage - I turn alternately hot and 

cold as I recall some of them - the hands sewing - the pictures based 

on the mons veneris - the breasts - "ah - you do feel deeply - and that 

little girl over there trembles with emotion - you will go away and tell 

of this meeting and they will say 'Stieglitz has hypnotized you' ( and I 

am sure he did!) but I have simply bared to the world a woman's life -

after all, we only know what we feel - if you had come to me four years 

ago I would not have been ripe to give you what I do now." - nor I ripe 

to receive it - "the struggle is to live and express life untouched by the 

ideas of neighbors and friends - I have been unafraid to say what I feel -

you see that in my work - I have broken every photographic law -
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optics included - I have put my lens a foot from a person's face because 

I thought co myself - when one talks intimately one doesn't stand ten 

feet away - and knowing chat it cakes time to get deep into the very 

essence of matter I have stopped down and given exposures of three or 

for [sic] minutes - you see my prints - the eye is able co wander all over 

chem - finding satisfaction in every portion - the ear is given as much 

consideration as the nose - but it is a cask chis desire to obtain detail 

plus simplification - and co make one's subject forget a head rest neces

sitated by such long exposures is heart breaking." 

I have found - though of course my exposures are rarely over ten or 

fifteen seconds and mostly average three or four seconds - as compared 

co Stieglitz - chat to plaster my subject up against a wall was a conve

nient and natural way to obtain quietude - yet this tends to a uniformity 

of posture - when the head is thrown back. 

Stieglitz seemed feeble - though it was probably the shock from the 

death of his mother - which showed - While there - Paul Rosenfeld 

phoned and he spoke of chis death - "I was there at the end - it was 

all very beautiful and has greatly clarified life for me - we are not born 

equal - but death is the great equalizer." Of course I took with me prints 

- and before he brought out his own - Stieg - asked for them. "I like 

the way in which you attack each picture as a new problem - you are 

not formulated - chis is very very interesting - and chis is the first print 

you have shown me which is a complete failure - there must be a com

plete absolute release - nothing must be unconsidered - but I will show 

you! - I see at least you are not satisfied - you do not chink yourself 

great do you?" - then with a laugh - "neither do I chink chat I am -

this print has fine dignity - treat anything you undertake with dignity 

be it a box of matches or a portrait. If I were publishing "Camera Work" 

I would ask you for "The Source" (Tina's breast) - these smoke stacks -

and these torsos - my last message to you is work - experiment - seek." 

So ended our day with Stieglitz - and Jo and I walked silently many 

blocks - and sat silently in front of the library - each with our own 

thoughts - perhaps remembering Stieglitz remark "chat even with our 

closest friends we are immeasurable miles apart." 

Several days lacer and I am still reflecting - perhaps more deliberately 
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- on the afternoon with Stieglitz - I am not extravagant when I say 

it was one of the important days of my life - and memories of it are 

burned into my heart and brain forever - As to his work - Solidity -

nothing neglected - nothing indefinite nor wavering - a complete 

release - it had a clean cut truthfulness like the edge of a mountain range 

outlined against a rain cleared sky - this is practically his description 

of Georgia O'Keef's [sic} paintings - and if it had not been for his 

photographs and his conversation - I could have spent much pleasurable 

time in their consideration - they were remarkable - her lone green 

apple on a black tray will be as vivid ten years hence as it is today - I met 

her just as we were leaving and can well see how she and Stieglitz could 

mean so much to each other - and how he has been able to express so 

much through photographing her. 

Without wishing to minimize the praise I have bestowed on his work -

I think Stieglitz over exaggerates the importance of several of his por

traits - feeling quite sure that a number of mine are just as vital in their 

way - and I believe that I prefer in some instances my own rendering 

of flesh and textures over the almost too revealing and inquisitive feeling 

that he releases - But Stieglitz gets a depth and resulting solidity and 

clean outline which I may miss at times through my fear of possible 

wiryness - Now I have a problem to work out to retain my own quality 

and rendering of values and yet achieve a more desirable depth. 

My days in N.Y. were nearing an end - and pondering as to how I should 

spend my last hours - I questioned me as co my greatest desire - and the 

answer came unhesitatingly - meet Stieglitz and see his work again -

I paused before the phone - and then Rhinelander 8893 - "Mr. St-? 

yes, this is Weston - I am here for a few days more - I wish I might 

see your prints again - but do not like to ask for more of your time." "I 

am glad you called - in fact expected you would - I told Miss O'Keefe 

[sic} about your work - please bring it with you to show her" - This 

made me happy - evidently my work had impressed him - and it was 

still more evident from their remarks as they looked it over - that my 

prints had already been discussed and individually commented upon -

presaging for me an interesting afternoon - and so it proved - a Mr. 

Seligmann came in adding to the audience - "Weston - I asked Paul 
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Strand if he knew of you - he said 'yes, his work is no good' - Now 

Strand is very close to me - in fact no one is closer, but I took him 

severely to task for such an unconsidered - sweeping statement - and 

let him know how I felt having just seen it - and he admitted having 

seen only a few reproductions - Strand theorizes and does not work 

enough." 

Strange how Georgia O'Keefe [sic] responded to the same pictures as 

did Stieglitz - and made practically the same criticisms - or rather not 

strange at all considering how close they have been - "this is a fine 

head" - "You like it? He is one of my closest friends - perhaps you 

remember him? - Johan Hagemeyer." - "Yes I remember - I could 

tell he must be very close to you - it is one of the most revealing por

traits you have shown me - this breast (The Source) is perhaps the 

most complete thing you have - though there are portions of this torso 

( in refracted sunlight) I like even better - these smoke stacks too are 

very very fine - and Strand would be the first person to agree - if he 

could see them." 

Miss O'Keefe [sic] also agreed to his opinion of the smoke stacks -

"they remind me so very much of the paintings of ( can't remember 

his name) do you know them?" happily I did not! Again looking at 

Johan's head she said - "these westerners are a distinct type - I notice 

it in going through your work." - turning to Stieglitz and Seligmann 

"don't you see it?" - yes, they did - So Johan you are a Dutchman 

no longer! You are of the mighty west! Critical - keenly critical -

merciless but always constructive was my audience - yet withal giving 

me all due credit and sufficient praise - Seligmann perhaps with a feel

ing that I had been rather severely dealt with - and heard a little too 

much Stieglitz - turned and uttered his first words of the afternoon -

"I want you to know these pictures have meant something to me." 

I afterwards learned that he had written up Stieglitz in "The Nation." 

- the afternoon is over - I regretfully pack up - knowing this must 

be the end - "Weston - I knew from your letters that you were sincere 

- and felt I had something to offer - and I have tried to give to you 

freely - your work and attitude reassures me - you have shown at least 

several things which have given Miss O'Keefe [sic] and myself a great 
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deal of joy and this I can seldom say of photographs - Good-bye -

and let me hear from you" -

Alfred Stieglitz you are a superb egoist - madly - blindly in love with 

your own work - but well you may be - and I am with you - and 

respect you for it. 

- Please return -

( If you can't read this at least let me explain that I wrote it on the train 

coming home - swaying cars and bawling babies - are not conducive 

etc., etc.) 

[no signature} 

[no date on letter, envelope dated January, 1923} 

- how very good it was to hear from you -

I send you more notes which for obvious reasons please destroy - but 

send on the Stieglitz notes to Roi and Imogen - Many things have 

happened to me too - I am living at the studio - a definite break having 

come at last - and Ruth Shaw who caused the trouble is living with Flora! 

We leave for Mexico in March - Tina - Chandler and I - this seems 

quite definite at this writing - I am working desperately in order to 

"burn my bridges" behind me - Shall we meet again? I hope in some 

far off country - perhaps sooner? - with love to you -

Edward 

[notes enclosed in same envelope} 

Significant the above unfinished entry in my diary - for how could I 

write in Middletown - with every moment - besides those few spent 

in sleeping, eating and being entertained - in close contact with Sister 

- and now I am in New York City! Certainly no one is more surprised 
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than I - but here I am pinching myself for more surety that it is not a 

dream - John and May gave me money for a ticket - knowing of my 

great desire - and it would have been a shame not to have come -

being so close -

Hazel Jo met the train and found me a room where she is staying - in 

Brooklyn - 104 Columbia Heights -an old residence - the back yards 

of which were used as a setting for parts of Ernest Poole's 'The Harbor" 

-The rear windows look out over the East River Brooklyn Bridge and 

the magnificent city beyond - God - so many things have happened 

already - my head swims - the first walk over Brooklyn Bridge - and 

through the canon-like streets - the sky scrapers - America's momen

tous and mighty contribution to the great architecture of the world -

"form follows function" indeed - Greenich [sic] Village of course -

though I can well guess - it is now only a tourist catch-all - for a couple 

of bacon sandwiches and coffee in Guido Bruno's ''Garrett'' cost us $ 1. 10 ! 

and the rents are preposterous - no real artist could exist there - By the 

way my room incurs the modest outlay of $4.50 a week and is accross 

[sic] the street from Jo Pen. Yes we have ridden in the subways and on 

the busses - walked Riverside Drive and the Great White Way -

Yesterday I went to the Metropolitan Museum - I was in an intensely 

receptive mood - keyed up to a high pitch of excitement - and con

sequently was quite emotion swept as I stood before originals of Blake -

Degas - Manet - Monet - Zuloaga - Cezanne - Zorn - Puvis de 

Chavannes -and the Americans -Blakelock -Arthur Davies - Rock

well Kent - Ryder - Whistler - Homer Winslow [sic] - It was not 

only the pictures which caused me to seek relief in tears but the thought 

of the ecstasy -love -suffering -hope and death which these paintings 

were significant with - But what a lot of rubbish mixed in with the 

good! Again I knew some of my photographs were more valuable 

aesthetically than half of the paintings there - I was disappointed at 

not finding more of the moderns - Where were Picasso -Matisse -Van 

Gogh -Gaugin [sic] Brancusi and others? The water colors of Winslow 

Homer gave me a real unexpected thrill - also the strange landscapes 

and marinas of Albert Ryder - But Blake - Manet -Arthur Davies! 

- no use stringing out a lot of adjectives! I should like to have seen 
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more Cezanne -only two -and not as interesting to me as I had hoped 

- Bad art and good art at Metropolitan surely go hand in hand mixed 

in any age - and Black among the Athenian Red figured pottery -

Beside some finely flowing form would be a piece hideous in propor

tion - Egyptian art sculpture and reliefs excited me while the Greek 

left me comparatively cold - except early (archaic) Greek - but how 

glorious the black figured Athenian. 

I couldn't thrill greatly over Rembrandt - and I would rather own an 

Arthur B. Davies than a Whistler. 

My greatest pleasure of the evening was the meeting with Gertrude 

Kasebier and her interest in my work - She told me again and again 

how much she like the prints and invited me out co visit with her. She is 

a remarkable old woman -and must have had a most unusual and inter

esting career -A pioneer in photography and one of the Photo Secession 

along with Stieglitz and Clarence White - her work and personality 

brought her in close contact with many of the great men of the day -

Now she is a great grandmother - but her mind is evidently as keen 

as ever - her conversation brilliant - her sense of humor delicious -

and her bearing noble - I asked her if I might bring my camera along 

- she answered "Yes, there's a fine landscape out the window!" She 

finally consented to sit for me -adding -"but I make a miserable subject 

- I have never had a good portrait." I chided her - a photographer -

for making the usual platitudinous remark - and we parted with a fine 

and understanding interchange of personalities. 

Clarence White is the one ocher unusual character I have met so far -

but more of him after I have spent an afternoon with him - I have 

more invitations than I know what co do with - in face I am refusing 

them -One muse descriminace carefully - there are so few - that have 

much to offer - and there is New York co see! 

Oct. 11 -a day with Jo -

- we walked over M -Bridge -the great city towering back of Brook

lyn Bridge - tug boats manouvering [sic) below us - then suddenly 

we looked down on the Ghetto - seething - swirling - sweating -

stinking humanity - block long lines of vegetable hucksters - trays of 
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shimmering eels and fish -everywhere children -etc. -etc. -lines of 

washing and garbage cans - After we went down among them - at 

the foot of the bridge a crowd attracted attention again - Bartering -

buying and selling -anything might be found -pink beads -watches 

- diamonds -umbrellas -hats -stolen goods most likely - poor -

shivering devils - bargaining for a winter coat - a shrewd looking 

Jew fastens himself - leech-like co a negro boy who needs a coat -

very intimate and close he becomes while the negro backs away -

awkwardly, bashfully - but there is no escape - the Jew is after his 

prey - he pats his cheek - rubs his neck - and off they go arm in 

arm - where? 

"Cab!" "Yes sir -fine horse I have sir -I always takes a man on a good 

ride sir" - "All right - Central Park." And Jo and I are off down Fifth 

Ave. -in a hansom cab - while autos whizz by and busses cower over 

us -then Central Park at sunset -jog -jog - crack of whip and flourish 

of heels -chis is surely romantic and deserves a kiss for added excitement 

-and now another! "Don't worry Jo - no one knows us." Home again 

-home again -jiggery-jog -faster now for the old horse smells oats. 

Lights appear -here and there-the sun sinks a misty fiery circle behind 

the leafless trees -and we reach the end of an unforgettable ride -

Luncheon and afternoon with Clarence White -at his school -Quiet -

unassuming almost retiring - extremely sensitive co pattern - sure of 

himself as a teacher and critic -and very critical -yet always apologetic 

over his own prints and admitting difficulties in obtaining his ideal -

despite a very fine attitude. His work was disappointing - lacking any 

vitality -though he cold me he would not work the same if the chance 

came now -for ten [years] he has practically given himself up to teach

ing-I am afraid in his over-emphasis of design he has lost spontaneity -

Not chat I undervalue pattern - form - for without it no picture has 

lasting value - Bue I feel coo much calculation in his work. He found 

coo much empty space in my work-and as he talked I could easily admit 

of his arguments ( from his viewpoint) -nevertheless knowing if I were 

co do chem over I would do them the same! 

He is a great admirer of the Japanese print, and the way in which they 

fill space, but I feel only a resulting messiness and over-elaboration - if 

photographs were co emulate the complexity of some Japanese prints -
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Brooklyn Museum-

more moderns than Metropolitan - many fine Degas - Boris Anisfeld 

- Gaugin [sic] - Arthur Davies - Ryder - Homer Winslow [sic]. 

John Tennant - editor P.M. - man who said in editorial on Stieglitz 

show ( quote last paragraph) . Charming - ab del [?] - personality -

conversation. Jo and I co lunch - filer mignon - How he responded 

to my prints -but not indiscriminately - "this one (Anne Brig [Brig

man] nude)'...'... very fine -but -well when I think of Stieglitz! But this 

one Kosloff - it makes me proud of photography when I see such a 

picture - you have caught "the thing itself" - "the very essence" -

"what is back of the man" -chis nude "Refracted Sun on Torso" beauti

fully done though Stieglitz would have handled it a little better in here. 

(He found pattern in my empty spaces) Now this T ina M. ( two hands), 

Stieglitz himself could not have handled finer -when you return make 

me a print and don't forget the bill." 

"How do you like White's work?" 

"Some dis[appointment] Tennant." 

"His name is on every photog[rapher's] lips -much better known than 

you are - but White cannot touch your work - If I could afford to, 

there are at least six of your prints I should like to own." 

Only evening wasted was at a "studio evening" - Nikolas Muray -

then coffee in Greenwich Village. What a travesty on real honest joyous 

play! and Muray's work is way overrated. 

Near the "Penny Bridge" - overlooking the East River and wharves 

and tracks below - the New York skyline -yonder -only a few steps 

from my room -

Quaint little court enclosed with iron railings - on each side are gar

dens -the back yards of stately old homes - such gardens! A few feet 

of earth on top of heavily walled warehouses -but even trees grow here 

-some already gaunt - memories of their struggle for life -Approach

ing winter is sensed -but grape leaves still green pattern the red brick 

walls-children romp and play- bump noses and cry-with a gossiping 

row of nurses in the background. One child - makes friendly advances 

to several men receiving only hostile glances in return - I wish that 

he would wander this way. I would crush him to me - thinking of my 
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own lovely boys - or would I? I might be misunderstood - my reserve 

would prevent a real expression and another moment of beauty would 

be lost - desire only remaining to mock my inhibitions. Before me -

the river - heavy with smoke and steam pressed down from a leaden 

sky - swiftly with the tide or slowly and swerving against it passes the 

endless pageant of commerce - staunch knowing little tugs - guiding 

their helpless ponderous headless barges - stately and silently gliding 

schooners - powerful liners steaming at the docks - motor boats dart

ing here and there nervously, importantly - Whistles shriek or roar 

- freight cars crash at their coupling - dock hands pass singing, joking, 

gesticulating. Telegraph wires - masts - roofs - bridges intermingle 

in fascinating complexity - and beyond - dimly seen - rises to majestic 

heights - in towers of steel and stone - man's most sublime folly -

the "proud and passionate" city of Manhattan. 
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EDWARD WESTON: Scene Shifter, 1921. 
platinum print, 24.0 x 19.2 cm. 
76:005:015 
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EDWARD WESTO : Dorothea LJnge, 1920. 
platinum prinr. 19.6 x 15.3 cm. 

-6 :005 :023 
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EDWARD WESTON: Sadakichi Hartmann, n.d. 
platinum print, 24.3 x 19.3 cm. 
76 :005 :030 
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EDWARD WESTON: Head of an Italian Girl, I 921. 
platinum print, 24.2 x I 9.0 cm. 
76:005:025 
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